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Caesar or the Saints: Who Shall Excel 
 
March-7-07 
Dear Brethren, 
     Sorry for the delayed reply; I just got back from a seminar in St. Louis and due to its 
preparations, I have been forced to put aside my E-mails until now.   Another seminar will occur 
here in Pittsburgh this weekend.  Although seating is limited yet if any desire to attend, please 
contact me by E-mail.  
     Regarding the IRS and 501c3, the commentary from Kathryn, from Johnathan, from Denton, 
and from some others who share their sentiments, commentary which manifest an orientation of 
fear and not of faith, violates the commandments of the Lord and the testimony of Jesus. He 
commanded that we, His disciples, fear not the tempest but to recline in His power.  Without 
regard to this testimony from Jesus, they continue to practice fear which envelopes around the 
mighty power of Caesar.  Sadly, their hysteria manifest that they do not believe in the Lord’s 
power nor His promise to make them “A great people and a strong there hath not been ever the 
like, neither shall be any more after it,”—Joel 2: 2.  Could a true disciple dishonor his Lord in 
such a way?  Could one become so intimidated that, to placate Caesar, he gives him more tax 
money than he ask?  Or, on the other hand, could a disciple indeed be so cavalier about Christ 
that he would ignore His counsel, elevate conspiracy theories over His testimony, and refuse to 
pay Caesar his taxes?  Perhaps with some of these fearful ones, the lesson of David Koresh, 
(DK), a man overpowered by Caesar, haunts them for Caesar did indeed destroy his work.  If this 
is their concern, then they have missed the true object lesson of DK, and can benefit from my 
ministry.  We learned from his tragedy we will be protected from all hazards that comes to us if 
we succeed where he failed: if we become truth-progressive Christians and base all of our 
doctrines on the Word.  This is our only guarantee to safety.   It is true that one will leave 
themselves unprotected should they choose to elevate the SOP or other channels above the 
Bible.  This means those who reject the duality of Jesus; those who pretend to speak ancient 
Hebrew when the Lord tells us He will come to us with “another tongue”; those who embrace the 
mystical and unbiblical prophecy of the female holy spirit, those who reject the Bible evidence 
showing the surprising prophecies of the144,000, and other new-light doctrines do indeed have 
good reason to fear.  Thus, it becomes clearer the reasons why Kathryn, Johnathan, and Denton 
tremble at their futures: they all have rejected the counsel of the Lord.  
     This righteousness by intimidation seems to have replaced Bible commands with mysticism, 
imprecise perceptions of prophecy, and blatant ignorance.  Securing a 501C3 from the 
Government is not like joining a secret society but more akin to joining an open society, 
applying for citizenship.  I cannot help but wonder if such pseudo Rod commentators are 
consistent with their fear mongerism by preaching against American citizenship?  Do they 
preach that all Davidian citizens will suffer under the “mark of the beast” unless they move to 
another country?  We do not even yet know what the “Mark of the Beast” really is; we only have 
our unfounded theories.  True, such has been the source of much speculation; yet many have 
embraced this human speculation and have trumpeted the theories of men as the sound doctrines 
of the Word.  These sorry pseudo saints, as always, have run ahead of inspiration and have 
replaced rumor before Bible revelations.  Because of this, they are guaranteed, in their blind zeal, 
their pre-set imaginations, their teachings and doctrines of men, to —out of pride of reputation— 
reject the truth of the mark of the beast when the Lord more fully reveals it.   

“There are those today who will present falsehoods as testing truths, even as the Jews presented 
the maxims of men as the bread of heaven.  Sayings of no value are given to the people of God 
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as their portion of meat, while souls are starving for the bread of life.  Fables have been devised, 
and men are trying to weave these fables into the web.  Those who do this will one day see their 
work as it is viewed by the heavenly intelligences.  They choose to bring to the foundation wood, 
hay, and stubble, when they have at their command the word of God with all of its richness and 
power, from which they can gather precious treasures of truth.  The food that is being prepared 
for the flock will cause spiritual consumption, decline, and death.  When those who profess to 
believe present truth come to their senses, when they accept the word of God just as it reads, 
when they do not try to wrest the Scriptures, they will bring from the treasure-house of the heart 
things new and old, to strengthen themselves and those for whom they labor.  ” —EGW, RH,Vol. 
78, No. 25, Tuesday, June 18, 1901, Also, VTH, 5T, 16 

Despite the claims to the opposite, there is no dishonor in paying Caesar the tax he demands.  
This is our duty as Christians.  Not withstanding, today many look at the marvels of America, 
they joy in the milk and honey which she offers; they joy in the relative safety, peace, security, it 
offers; they benefit from her wealth; many reap all these benefits and many more.  Yet, like 
selfish “free loaders”, they fail to give the glory to the Lord and become resentful of paying taxes 
to the political power which He placed over them.  They do not realize that this is the house that 
Jesus built.  Instead, they blasphemously extend credit for its immense success to the devil; they 
laud him for America’s heightened standard of living, a standard unequalled in the history of this 
sinful world.   Today, believe it or not, America still desires that her First Amendment right of 
Freedom of Religion be practiced and protected.  Thus, unlike most, if not all other countries —
nations to which people like Johnathan, Kathryn, Denton do not seem desirous to immigrate— 
she allows people to donate to religious charity without taxing those funds.  She wisely 
understands that to tax is to control, and she has forged a “hands-off-the-control policy” towards 
religion, for now.  Yet, God has given her wisdom.  Just like many cannot drive in this country, 
work herein, and live herein without government scrutiny, many cannot secure tax-exempt status 
either.  They are free to preach and teach without regulation; however, if they desire exempt 
status with federal approval, they must meet the government’s standards or sue to challenge in 
the courts.  I know because when all of the material of the MSC was written, over the past 12 
years, I was denied tax exempt status.  Today, being full time in the work, I receive their 
cooperation.   
     What is tax-exempt status?  Do you swear an oath?  You certainly do so to become a citizen 
but not to receive exempt status.  Is there a secret initiation or a secret handshake! —no there is 
not.  Do you get a mark in your forehead or in your hand? —No you do not! —at least not yet!  
In spite of these things, Davidians who suffer paranoia, the malady which always come to those 
who run ahead of God, base their doctrines upon human speculation and not on the Bible as 
commanded.  This crime, according to God, is worse than idolatry.   

“And it shall come to pass, when thou shalt shew this people all these words, and they shall 
say unto thee, wherefore hath the Lord pronounced all this great evil against us?  Or what is 
our iniquity?  Or what is our sin that we have committed against the Lord our God.  Then 
shalt thou say unto them…your fathers have forsaken me…and have walked after other 
gods,, and have served them…AND YE HAVE DONE WORSE THAN YOUR FATHERS: 
for, behold, ye walk every one after the imagination of his evil heart, that they may not 
hearken unto me” —Jer 16: 10-12 

The cry that exempt status is the mark of the beast is a scripturally unfounded assumption 
prompted by fearful, unfaithful Adventists.  It is therefore speculation, the imaginations of the 
heart.  By substituting such themes for doctrines and by exalting them above the Word makes 
such people guilty of committing a sin worse than idolatry.  It reminds me of another speculative 
and non-scriptural doctrine:  the theme held by Bible rebels which falsely suggest that the 
144,000 can now be found within the corridors of the SDA church.  Yesterday, the SOP warned 
us that we could not bear the truth on the matter of the 144,000 and that we should not speculate 
but should wait patiently for the elect of God to teach us more about them —see 1 SM, p. 174.  
Today the saints can easily see the Lord’s wisdom in her counsel.  The Bible is clear on this 
issue:  the 144,000, the sons of America’s former slaves, are now to be found in Babylon, the 
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Sunday-keeping churches.  This is the place, “the mountains”, were David is to shortly “bring 
good tidings” and publish peace to that troubled people.  Shortly, you will be able to follow his 
ministry therein; you will be able to behold his feet —not upon Zion, the singular mountain, 
but— upon the mountains.  Please take a moment to examine this theme graphically illustrated in 
2 TG 37 p 25.  You will see that VTH describes to you David, the “well dressed, young man” (so 
called by EGW) and his work.  Only now, today, after 59 years, you can understand it fully.  By his 
emergence, as described also by EGW in V1 p 602-604, he will raise them up.  The picture 
therein which VTH commanded that we study so as to win good health and eternal life can now 
be more fully appreciated.  David, the well dressed young man, will show the beleaguered 
African American’s how they fell into their ill-repute and how they can escape.  He will publish 
to them peace, good tidings of comfort and joy, and their day of glorious Passover.  In other 
words, David will do as he has done for Davidia, he will show them their history and their 
prophecy; he will give them the Lord’s commandments and statutes, AKA, the testimony of 
Jesus.  And he will do it without fear of Caesar or the mark of the beast.  Today, you must 
comprehend this message.  “I would have you seriously look at this illustration.  Look at it, 
store it in your mind, and study it at your leisure.  Yes, be convinced of the truth which I have 
tried to present to you, for it is your life, your prosperity, your health and happiness, your 
eternity.” —2TG 37, p 25.  Thus, our mastery of this graphic and the lesson unfolded through it 
today, is much more important for continued health than even our vegetarian recipes.  Davidia 
today is given the straight path of the message; it is the path of the Lord, the path that David 
treads.  You are commanded to behold this trail because it disagrees with the path that you 
desire, and you need to be re-oriented.  Soon all of his publishing work will be directed to the 
Sunday-keeping churches, the mountains, but why?  Because our numbers are about to be 
drastically and exponentially increase when Jerusalem, along with their wives and children, are 
to shortly be regenerated and “gathered” into the church, Zion, just before the slaughter.  A type 
of this lesson can be garnered from the beginning work of the Disciples.  Right after Calvary, a 
time when Christ and Jesus separated, the disciples took the Gospel to their non-Palestinian, 
Jewish brethren, people who were kinfolk but who came from outside the church, the Jewish 
ministry in Jerusalem.  Their message to their brethren likewise extended for 3 ½ years; after 
probation closed for the Jewish church.  Then when this time elapsed, the time for Judah was 
exhausted and the Gospel went to the gentiles.  Now you can get a glimpse of how history and 
prophecy work to enlighten.  Davidia will follow a similar path.  A strong message, one which 
shows the fullness of Christ, a Bible-based doctrine which distinguishes Him from Jesus is 
proclaimed but it is only received by the disciples or the 120.  They have the upper-room 
experience, the solemn assembly.  After this short segment of time, after our work will cease for 
the SDA church, and after a proverbial Pentecost of Holy Spirit power is received, the faithful —
not fearful— Davidians will become great and strong to save, to heal, and to educate their 
spiritually-foreign-born brethren.  And, again, just like at Pentecost, 3 ½ years of training will be 
done so as to send the 144,000 to the “highways and hedges” to save the world.  To show the 
time line,  

• Christ is more fully revealed.  
• The work for the SDA church eternally ceases. 
• The upper room experience occurs; our Gospel light is blessed by Gospel power as never 

given before. 
• We evangelize Jerusalem from the Sunday-keeping churches. 
• The Slaughter occurs. 
• We return to Palestine.   
• The 144,000 are sent to the world. 
• The image and the Mark of the Beast are instituted to resist the 144,000, AKA, the remnant 

of her seed. 
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In a nut shell, this is the doctrine of the 144,000 which the church could not bear until this day.  
Soon, we will likewise understand the mark of the beast.  But please notice, none of this light 
results from the speculative renderings of dreamy-eyed pontificators, nor from gun-toting, Texas, 
desert-dwelling, tax-evading and cowering enemies of Caesar, men who engender theories of an 
overly imaginative mind; it is all proven by the Bible.  Thus, the MSC urges everyone to reject 
the imaginations of the heart concerning the 144,000, concerning the mark of the beast, the 
teaching of the female holy spirit, the renderings of the Bible in ancient Hebrew, and other traps 
such as the desire to exalt and distinguish oneself, in “pretentious”, braggadocios, self-elevating 
Pharisaical fashion, by pronouncing the Lord’s name differently than what the “common man” 
and  KJV use.  Even more important than this assignment is the necessity to purge yourself today 
from the Papal theme which teaches that Jesus pre-existed His birth and was not conceived in the 
womb.  All these years the identity of Christ was hidden in Jesus, but today, we are brought to a 
second Calvary, one that crucifies the deceptive doctrines and immature ideas of our hearts.  A 
spiritual episode which uplifts and exalts both Jesus and Christ in the earth, to the recognition 
that the two are separate personalities, just as the Bible predicted as shown by the following text 
with supplied words omitted:  “When ye have lifted up the Son of man, then shall ye know 
that I am, and that I do nothing of myself; but as my Father hath taught me, I speak these 
things.” —John 8: 28   Clearly, Christ points us to a day when our “knowledge” of Him is to 
increase.  He describes a day when the disciples will know that He exist, not as Jesus, but as a 
separate personality.  MSA Davidians will shortly, with evangelical and Pentecostal fervor, be 
sent out to the Mountains.  You too are invited to participate in this escapade, for just as VTH 
assured us, this is your life, your prosperity, your health and happiness; it is your eternity.   “The 
Lord shall send the rod of thy strength out of Zion: Rule thou in the midst of thine 
enemies” —PS 110:2.  This text shows the empowerment of the MSA; thus why should it fear the 
government’s conspiracies?  Exempt status will not be a hazard for the faithful; just like a social 
security number will also be rendered harmless.  Do you remember that farcical notion: the 
teaching that your social security number was the mark of the beast?  It was entertaining 
speculation, but it also should not become a doctrine unless you can prove from the Bible your 
ideas.   By the way, I wonder if Johnathan, Kathryn, or Denton, are going to refuse any social 
security checks from Caesar upon their retirement?   
     It is greatly remarkable, and utterly amazing that, to refute the MSC’s contention about our 
need to pay taxes, its detractors would carelessly think to cite Matt 17: 24-27 as ammunition to 
defeat this work.  For individuals like as Johnathan could not see that such a text completely 
validates my work and defeats their arguments.  Clearly, the theme of fishing is a dominant 
metaphor used by the Lord to show evangelism.  And Peter, a fisherman, is the perfect disciple to 
finish the illustration.  In fact, the Lord told Peter, “Follow me, and I will make you fishers of 
men” —Matt 4: 19.  Then Kathy, equally rebellious on this issue wrote the following: 

Here is what the Scripture says of this Matthew 17: 24-27 ‘And when they were come to 
Capernaum, they that received tribute money came to Peter, and said, Doth not your master pay 
tribute? He saith, Yes. And when he was come into the house, Jesus prevented him, saying, What 
thinkest thou, Simon? of whom do the kings of the earth take custom or tribute? of their own 
children, or of strangers?  [26] Peter saith unto him, Of strangers. Jesus saith unto him, Then are 
the children free.  Notwithstanding, lest we should offend them, go thou to the sea, and cast an hook, 
and take up the fish that first cometh up; and when thou hast opened his mouth, thou shalt find a 
piece of money: that take, and give unto them for me and thee…. See the children of the kingdom 
are supposed to be free.’ “ 

Christians are not children of the kings of the earth; they are children of the King of Heaven, and 
Heaven —not Caesar—will give us our freedom.  This text merely shows that, as such, the Lord 
requires that you should pay your taxes and not offend the IRS, those men who receive tribute 
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money.  Even the Son of God gave them honor to avoid offending them.  If you lack the money, 
He will give you the power to pay, but pay you must.  Indeed, the children shall be free.  Free by 
the Gospel; free by continuing in His word —see John 8:32.  This strange symbolism by the Lord is 
an obvious metaphor.  It is similarly in symbolism to the episode after the resurrection when the 
Lord again commanded Peter to cast his empty nets on the right side causing a vain and wasted 
night of fishing to become a bonanza of bountiful booty.    Peter, the man commissioned to take 
the Gospel to the gentiles (Acts15) was to finance his gospel commission by becoming a “fisher 
of men”, an apostle to the gentiles.  This was to  be his profession and the source of his money.  
If taxes are owed, rather than putting down his Heavenly appointed work, he must depend upon 
the converts from his “fishing” expeditions to finance his debt to Caesar.  Additionally, Peter 
was to turn them into sons and daughters of God, the children.   

“And when there had been much disputing, Peter rose up, and said unto them, Men and 
brethren, ye know how that a good while ago God made choice among us, that the gentiles by 
my mouth should hear the word of the gospel and believe.  And  God, which knoweth the 
hearts, bare them witness, giving them the Holy Ghost, even as he did unto us;  And put no 
difference between us and them, purifying their hearts by faith.” —Act 15: 7-9 

Furthermore, the symbolism is made manifest because men today, even the most devout of 
Davidian Christians, do not rely on finding coins in the mouth of fish to pay their taxes. Thus the 
illustration of Kathy and Johnathan, to their frustration, does not defeat the work of the MSC; it 
merely exposes the void and abysmal hole in their logic.  For if the gentiles are to produce the 
financing to pay our taxes, if the proverbial coin is to be found in their mouth, then the MSC has 
all the more justification for openly and honestly publishing its status with Caesar.  Instead of 
complaining, Davidia should rejoice that Caesar today, unlike yesterday, is more generous: he is 
not asking them to pay taxes on their tithe and offerings.  Therefore, their coins can be given to 
the Lord’s work in greater proportion.    
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Derek 
 

  


